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School Awards 

• The school is ranked 

ed’Day School category, 

Rankings 2023-24. 

 

• In yet another achievement, the school has been selected for 

under the category Best in Creativity & Innovations.

 

Student Awards: 

• "KV RAO SPARK INNOVATION AWARD

Under the four categories Ganitham (Maths), Bhoutikam (Physics), Jeevanam (Biology) and 

Rasayanam (Chemistry), the project proposals were submitted for the ‘The annual SPARK 

Innovation Award Contest’.  

Ceremony of KV Rao Scientific Society on 1

Museum, Hyderabad.
 

The following are the details of the 

(1) S.SiddarthaSrivathsav of VIII

under the category Rasayanam (Chemistry), and won a cash prize of 

(2) Sahishna.A and Kundana Vanmai of IX

Ganitham (Maths), and a cash prize of 
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is ranked 12thplacein Telangana and 10th place 

category, in the survey conducted by Educational World India School 

In yet another achievement, the school has been selected for Global School Award 2023

Best in Creativity & Innovations.  

SPARK INNOVATION AWARD-2022-23": 

Under the four categories Ganitham (Maths), Bhoutikam (Physics), Jeevanam (Biology) and 

Rasayanam (Chemistry), the project proposals were submitted for the ‘The annual SPARK 

Innovation Award Contest’.  The award presentation was done during the 23

Ceremony of KV Rao Scientific Society on 1st September 2023 at B.M.Birla Science 

Museum, Hyderabad. 

are the details of the teams - 

S.SiddarthaSrivathsav of VIII-C and M.Chandradhar Singh of IX

under the category Rasayanam (Chemistry), and won a cash prize of 

Sahishna.A and Kundana Vanmai of IX-D secured Consolation prize under 

aths), and a cash prize of Rs.1000/-. 
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Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Atmakuri Rama Rao School 
500 033. 

, 2023 

place inHyderabad under Co-

Educational World India School 

Global School Award 2023 

Under the four categories Ganitham (Maths), Bhoutikam (Physics), Jeevanam (Biology) and 

Rasayanam (Chemistry), the project proposals were submitted for the ‘The annual SPARK 

n was done during the 23rd Annual 

September 2023 at B.M.Birla Science 

C and M.Chandradhar Singh of IX- A, stood Runner up 

under the category Rasayanam (Chemistry), and won a cash prize of Rs.5000/-. 

D secured Consolation prize under 
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National Nutrition Week: 

With the theme “Healthy Diet going affordable

from 4th September to 8th 

the value of healthy eating practices and proper nutrition
 

Myriad of activities were taken up on the occasion 

with ‘Poshan Anthem’ on the 

Fruits and Vegetables as a part of

& a Fashion Show on Fruits and Vegetables; 

of food; a Recitation of Bhagavad Geeta sloka

Nutrition; a speech on “Measures taken by

Healthy Nutrition”. Secondary students 

Secondary students in an elocutioncompetition.
 

On the concluding day Dr.R.Arunajyothi, Scientist (Home Science), Krishi Vigyan Kendra, 

Mamnoor, Warangal, deliver

Adolescents”. The session was very informative and useful for the students

theFood stalls and Millet-

 

 

 

“Healthy Diet going affordable to all”, Nutrition Week

 September in our school to raise awareness among 

the value of healthy eating practices and proper nutrition.  

Myriad of activities were taken up on the occasion of Nutrition Week,

on the instruments.Students presented skit

as a part of the daily diet& on common deficiency 

on Fruits and Vegetables; a song on Food Groups

Recitation of Bhagavad Geeta sloka focusing

“Measures taken by the Government in bringing awareness 

Secondary students participated in the Quizon 

an elocutioncompetition.  

Dr.R.Arunajyothi, Scientist (Home Science), Krishi Vigyan Kendra, 

livered a Guest Lectureon the Topic: “Importance of Nutrition for 

Adolescents”. The session was very informative and useful for the students

-Mela arranged by the students of classes VII & VIII.
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Nutrition Week was celebrated 

to raise awareness among students about 

of Nutrition Week, which commenced 

skits on the benefits of taking 

common deficiency diseases 

on Food Groups; a dance on components 

focusing on the importance of 

Government in bringing awareness about 

Quizon ‘PoshanMaah’ and Senior 

Dr.R.Arunajyothi, Scientist (Home Science), Krishi Vigyan Kendra, 

Importance of Nutrition for 

Adolescents”. The session was very informative and useful for the students.  She also visited 

the students of classes VII & VIII. 
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Janmastami celebrations: 

Janmastami, the birthday of Lord Krishna, was celebrated with great devotion and 

enthusiasm on 5thSeptember, 2023.  
 

Welcoming the Bal Gopal, students sang ‘Radhe govinda’ and ‘Makhan Chor’ and danced to the 

tunes of ‘Muddu gare Yashoda’.  The students then recreated the enactment of ‘lifting 

Govardhanagiri’ much to the amazement of the audience. They recited slokas from Bhagawat 

Geetha with its translation in English.  
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5th edition of MUN (Model United Nations):  

The school hostedthe5th edition of MUN.  The programme was organized on 9th& 

10thSeptember,2023providing a platform for the students for debating, public speaking, 

critical thinking, and awareness on global issues. Delegates from 15 different Schools 

comprising of 60 students and 68 students from host school participated in the event. 
 

The programmecommenced with the lighting of lamp; a symbolic gesture of culture followed by 

prayer&welcome addressby the Principal Smt.Sreelatha Nair.  She said that the purpose of MUN 

with the four committees is to come up with fruitful decisions.  She also shared the message of 

Chairman Sir to focus on sustainable Development goals. The Gavel, symbolic to authority and 

order was then presented to Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons (WHO, UNHRC, UNEP, and 

DISEC). 
 

The conference was scheduled in 3 sessions. Delegates from various schools and host 

schools were engaged in discussions, debate and negotiations. The goal was towards a 

fruitful decision on the assigned burning topics- Steps taken by various countries to prevent 

ocean acidification(UNEP); access to medical services in conflict zones(WHO); the impact of 

human right abuses on indigenouschildren (UNHRC); import and export of Uranium and 

other resources for WMD (DISEC), stimulating the actual work of the UN. 
 

Overall, the 2-day event of MUN was a resounding success with focus on formal proceedings 

and emphasis on importance of diplomacy and International collaboration. 
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Teachers’ Day Celebration: 

The Teachers' Day celebration on 12thSeptember,2023 was a grandand memorable event, 

honoring the invaluable contributions of teachers in shaping the future. The program, deeply 

rooted in tradition and history, brought together students, teachers, and esteemed guests to 

celebrate this special occasion. 
 

The event was graced by Smt.SarojaGopalakrishnan and Shri S.Gopalakrishnan, Chairman, 

School Managing Committee, who were theChief Guests on the occasion. 
 

The Chairman Shri S.Gopalakrishnan in his motivating address remindedthe anecdotes in life 

of Dr.S.Radhakrishnan, for his services in transforming 

ourselves.Smt.Saroja Gopalakrishnanlaudedthe teaching profession, acknowledging the 

tremendous sacrifices made to nurture the next generation. 
 

With the theme ‘Rhetro’, songs advertisements and dances dating back to the 1980s and 

1990s, (of yester years) were presented by the students onthe Teachers’ Day 

Celebration.  Captivating dance performances added color, rhythm, and vibrancy to 

the program.  Students showcased their linguistic and dramatic talents through Hindi and 

Telugu skits, Brief advertisement breaks were included, to provide intermissions for the 

teachers.  
  

Students were awarded fortheir outstanding achievements, fostering  motivation and 

recognition within the school community concluding the day’s programme. 
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Sanskrit week:  

With the aim of promoting our ancient language, Sanskrit week was celebrated in the school 

on 11thand 13thSeptember 2023. 
 

Initiating the program with 'sankalpam' followed by Veda Chanting and Srinivasa Gadyam 

recitation,children spoke about the significance and numerous health benefits that can be 

enjoyed with the 'patanam'. 
 

Welcoming the audience with Kuchipudi Dance ‘Marakarhamani’,the students took a firm 

hold with their recitation of 'Subhashitalu' also giving its meaning in English. Continuing with 

the sanskrit compositions of the five Vaggeyakaras Muthu Swami Deekshitar, 

Thyagaraja,Annamayya, Narayana Tirtha and SadaSiva Brahmendra Swami in a medley, 

students also enacted a play �वजयतां�वदेशः (VijayatamSwadeshah) depicting the faith and 

support of Rajasthan Tribes and Mewar soldiers in the verge of adversities. 
 

The two-day program was insightful for the non-sankrit audience providing a channel to 

explore the language that is our own. 
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Hindi Diwas: 

 

Creating awareness about the significance of Hindi Language - Hindi Diwaswas organized in 

the school premises on 14th and 15thSeptember,2023.  The students put in the best of their 

efforts to stage a plethora of activities starting from “Varnamala Geeth’ and inspiring 

portrayal in dance and drama on ‘Bharath matha ki laadlibeti’.  They spoke about ‘Hindi ki 

prasidhilekhak’ and gave bookreviews.  Children presented ‘vilomshabhdon ki kavita’, and 

‘Hasya Kavita’, a tongue twister.  ‘Ristho par vartalaap’, was yet another interesting picture 

on the significance of Hindi Language.  The two-day celebrations were the best time to learn 

in a fun way. 
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World Ozone Day: 

To educate students on the importance of preserving the ozone layer and inspire action 

towards its protection, the school observed World Ozone Day on 16thSeptember, 2023 with 

strong commitment on environmental awareness. 
 

Students delivered insightful speeches on the vital role of the ozone layer in shielding the 

Earth, highlighting the consequences of ozone depletion. The harmful effects of the ozone 

layer were vividly depicted in a skit where students showcased eco-friendly choices. The lyrics 

of the melodious song conveyed a message of collective responsibility in preserving this crucial 

environmental asset.  Students presented a comprehensive PPTthat covered a wide range of 

topics equipping them with knowledge and actionable steps. A quiz session was conducted at 

the end of the programmeto test the knowledge of the students. 
 

The WorldOzone Day celebration served as a powerful reminder of our duty to protect the 

ozone layer and contribute to a healthier planet. 
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VinayakaChaturthi celebrations: 

Honouring the Vighnaraja Vinayaka, the students celebrated Vinayaka Chavithi with great 

splendor.  The festive spirit radiated the campus with the initiation of Ganesh pooja to the 

presiding deity ‘Sri Vidya Ganapathi’ in the school campus.  The excitement settled as they 

presented a cultural fest with a classical welcome dance ‘Sri Vighn Rajam Bhaje’ opening 

the programme.  Expounding on the significance of the day, students threw light on the 

reason for celebrating the festival.  Giving the details of the birth of Lord Ganesha, the 

students unveiled the tale in a dance (mime performance).  Ganesha’s teaching to Rishi 

Agastya was put forth in an animated video.  ‘Bal Ganesh se prathampujya Sri Ganesh ka 

safar’, a Hindi drama depicting the significant incidents were portrayed.   
 

Speaking on the occasion Shri Madan Rao, Regional Education Officer, South Zone – AII, 

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Hyderabad Kendra, appreciated the students’ performances.  He 

encouraged students to be the torch bearers of our culture. 
 

The energetic dance performance ‘Deva Sri Ganesha’ concluded the day’s programme.  
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Green Consumer Day: 

Green Consumer Day was observed on 27thSeptember 2023. Students presented a PPT on 

significance of Green Consumer Day and drove the point on the importance of focussing on 

reducing waste material. The PPT also depicted the strong points of making conscious 

choices that could increase the number of green consumers leading to demand of eco-

friendly products.  The assembly impressed the idea of sustainable future for generations to 

come. 

 
 

 

PRE-PRIMARY ACTIVITIES: 

Blue Colour Day: 

As a part of learning colour series, the tiny tots of pre-primary celebrated a Blue Colour Day on 

13th September 2023, exploring and playing with colour blue.  The tiny tots dressed up in Blue 

colour took part in palm & thumb printing activity, and spoke about the blue coloured objects 

brought by them with excitement. 
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Outdoor Competition: 

Physical activity stimulates growth and leads to improve physical and emotional health. To 

encourage tiny tots, the pre primary wing organized outdoor competition of hurdle race on 

19th September,2023.  
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Field Trip (Visit to Ganesh Pandal): 

The Pre-Primary students visited Ganesh Pandal near the schoolvicinity on 22ndSeptember, 

2023 to take the blessings of their beloved elephantheaded Lord Ganesh.Students 

worshipped Lord Ganesha for knowledge andsuccess and to remove all the obstacles of life. 

Tiny tots participated in the‘Aarti’ and received prasadam after darshan. It was priceless 

memoryimprinted in the young minds. 

 

 
 

 


